Fun-raising Toolkit
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Dalia Association is a community foundation, that realizes our rights as Palestinians to control our resources for our own durable development.

We mobilize and properly utilize resources necessary to empower a vibrant, independent and accountable civil society, through community controlled grant-making.

We focus on the ecological, local economy, social and cultural dimensions. We aim to strengthen community philanthropy in Palestine and the Diaspora, because we believe that everyone in our community has something to give, by contributing our talents, resources, and energies for a thriving Palestine.
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5 REASONS TO GIVE TO DALIA ASSOCIATION

LOCAL SOLUTION
Because your money goes directly to people in Palestine with solutions to their community problems and they mobilize local resources, for a truly community-controlled durable development of their own choice.

MOBILIZING & LINKING
We mobilize and link resources to support community initiatives and solutions. The resources are cash and non-cash. (money, time, expertise, skills, space)

LESS EXTERNAL RESOURCES
We reduce dependence on external resources, that do not let us control our own priorities.

VALUING LOCAL RESOURCES
We help revive our traditions of community giving (Al Ouna) and value of local resources.

STRONG CIVIL SOCIETY
All this strengthens an active Palestinian civil society.
Oh yes! Are you getting excited? So are we!

We are pleased that you want to be a part of the movement!

A movement where Palestinian people come together and decide on their priorities to achieve their own durable and sustainable development.

In this fun-raising toolkit, you will find everything you need to help you with your mission to support Dalia and community controlled grant-making in Palestine.

Yes, Fun-raise! It is not a typo; the key is to have fun!
You can quickly donate online on our page: http://www.dalia.ps/donate-now

Or you can have fun by choosing one of these activities below.
Host a **Board Game** night

You can play any game of your choice like Monopoly, Clue, Trouble, and charge an entry fee to each individual that is taking part in the game. The winners can get prizes of your choice.
Organize a Marathon

Organize a marathon around your neighborhood, and charge the participants a ticket to cover your costs and the donation.
Have a Bake Sale

Set up a stand, and sell your awesome cookies for community controlled development in Palestine.
Set up **Donation Buckets**

If you are a shop owner, set up a donation bucket for Dalia. You can find a label sticker on our website: www.dalia.ps/publications
Organize a Car Wash

Have fun while you wash cars for social change in Palestine! Be sure to have enough water and friends to help you.
If you love cooking, how about sharing the knowledge with your friends? You can have a class with an entrance fee that covers your cooking class materials, and donate to Dalia.
Organize a Dance-A-Thon

Get a group of individuals to dance, then encourage them to get pledges from their friends. If you know Dabke (Palestinian Folklore Dance), teach it to your friends. Find a place where you can hold the event, and make sure there are beverages and light snacks.
Open a **Face-Painting Booth**

This works well with children. For a couple of dollars you can draw a smile on a child’s face and yours as well, because it always feel good to donate.
Create a **Treasure Hunt**

You and your friends can go on an adventure, seeking a treasure chest. What’s a more fun way to fundraise?
Instead of going out, why don’t you invite your friends over for dinner? Cook something delicious and charge them a fee.
Have other ideas?

If you have other ideas, we can brainstorm together to make it successful, drop us an email at aisham@dalia.ps, so we can Skype and organize something together.
What’s Next?

1. Choose your fun-raiser

2. Donate to Dalia

3. Promote your fun-raiser

Use Hashtag: #FunraiseForDalia

Send your donation to:
www.dalia.ps/donate-now

Any Questions? Ask me!

Rasha Sansur: communications@dalia.ps
Communications, Resource Mobilization, and Reporting Officer
Dalia Association